
1. bronze a mixture of copper and tin

2. city-state a city that with its surrounding territory forms

an independent state.

3. civilization A society with cities, a central government,

job specialization, and social classes

4. code of laws developed by Hammurabi; helped to unify

the diverse Babylonian groups

5. cuneiform A form of writing developed by the

Sumerians using a wedge shaped stylus and

clay tablets.

6. drought A long period of dry weather

7. emperor the ruler of an empire

8. empire land with different territories and peoples

under a single rule

9. exile the state of being barred from one's native

country, typically for political or punitive

reasons.

10. Fertile

Crescent

A geographical area of fertile land in the

Middle East stretching in a broad semicircle

from the Nile to the Tigris and Euphrates

11. Floodplain The area subject to flooding during a given

number of years according to historical

trends.

12. Hammurabi Amorite ruler of Babylon (r. 1792-1750 B.C.E.).

He conquered many city-states in southern

and northern Mesopotamia and is best known

for a code of laws, inscribed on a black

stone pillar, illustrating the principles to be

used in legal cases.

13. Hanging

Gardens of

Babylon

An artificial mountain covered with trees and

plants, built by Nebuchadnezzar ll for his

wife. The gardens are one of the Seven

Wonders of the world.

14. justice fairness; rightfulness

15. king highest-ranking leader of a group of people

16. Mesopotamia Land between two rivers

17. pictograph A picture or drawing representing words or

ideas

18. Polytheism Belief in many gods

19. scribe a person who writes things down

20. semi-arid Climate zone in which the weather is

characterized by hot dry summers and cool

dry winters

21. silt fine particles of fertile soil

22. stylus A pointed tool for writing or drawing or

engraving

23. Sumer The world's first civilization, founded in

Mesopotamia, which existed for over 3,000 years.

24. surplus (n.) an amount beyond what is required, excess;

(adj.) more than what is needed or expected

25. tribute (n.) something done or given to show thanks or

respect; a payment

26. Ziggurat A rectangular tiered temple or terraced mound

erected by the ancient Assyrians and Babylonians
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